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Abstract 
 

TED has attracted the attention of many around the globe, including a list of 

important thinkers of today.  This paper has been devoted to understanding TED 

precisely because it reflects a section of our society that has been influenced by the 

developments of media and technology and the consequences of these 

developments.  In an ever-changing landscape of media culture, it felt appropriate to 

reflect the criticisms on TED against the variety of media culture theories and 

discussions of the last decade.  I hope to show that media culture and its products, 

like TED, are deeply intertwined with the developments or changes in technology, 

society and politics.  The virtual world and the real world are not two separate entities 

in the case of TED, but one, albeit with two platforms.  These platforms have a 

symbiotic relationship, which at any point, if one were to be removed, the other would 

not be able to function in the world we have today, within media culture.
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Introduction 
 

TED is a nonprofit devoted to Ideas Worth Spreading.  It started out (in 1984) as 
a conference bringing together people from three worlds: Technology, 
Enterta inment, Design.  Since then its scope has become even broader.1 

 
TED’s description of itself is somewhat of a paradox as it is intentionally 

vague, but yet informative.  It is a non-profit organisation devoted to ideas that are 

worth spreading, but yet, it is more than just a database, facilitator or platform for 

these ideas.  TED seems to even select, regulate and distribute what it thinks are 

Ideas that are worth spreading by whoever it feels are the best thinkers of our time.  

These Ideas are presented by professionals in short and simple, not longer than 

eighteen minutes, staged presentations; a format that hasn’t ever changed.  Even 

after the presentations are done, TED vets these presentations before they are 

posted and shares them on TED.com with the greater TED community. 

 If TED’s talks seek to inspire us – its audiences, then TED is our inspiration 

guru, led by its self-acclaimed curator, Chris Anderson who is also the founder of the 

organisation that owns TED, The Sapling Foundation, which is itself a private non-

profit organisation.  Arguably, Chris Anderson’s previous career in journalism2; 

starting in the area of technology and gradually branching out into all other areas, 

puts him in a strong position in understanding the things that drive readers to 

subscribe to a magazine, to an idea, to keep coming back.  

We believe passionately in the power of ideas to change attitudes, lives and 
ultimately, the world.3 

 
 Originally set-up as a conference that brings together people with great ideas 

from different backgrounds to present their ideas to each other, these conferences 

have since been recorded and broadcasted on YouTube, starting in 2006, through a 

Creative Commons License, which enables anyone to share them as long as they 

are not used commercially.  The talks that are broadcasted on YouTube are branded 

as TEDTalks and have since taken over in popularity.  They are now perhaps better 

known than the original conferences.  Though there are even more TED conferences 

today, with localised franchised mini-versions called TEDx and an online forum 

                                                
1 ‘About TED’ http://www.ted.com/pages/about Accessed 31/08/12 
2 ‘Chris Anderson profile’ http://www.ted.com/speakers/chris_anderson_ted.html Accessed 
04/09/12 
3 ‘About TED’ http://www.ted.com/pages/about Accessed 31/08/12	  	  
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through TEDBlog, these and other TED products are what makes the phenomenon 

of TED a resource for inspiration and knowledge on the Internet and other broadcast 

media today. 

 The study of any Internet event now seems to open up cans of theoretical 

worms, forcing an interdisciplinary effort onto the research.  TED is no different from 

any other Internet event in that it began life as a cultural product, but moved and still 

moves naturally into other areas.    

We use the term culture in two related senses... in an aesthetic sense, to refer 
to the texts that the media industries produce, such as films, newspapers, and 
the like; second, in an anthropological sense, to refer to the specific social 
practices, values, morals and hierarchies associated with a particular group of 
people.4 

 
The texts in which TED creates in the aesthetic sense are texts in knowledge, forcing 

us to consider TED within information and knowledge cultures.  At the same time, like 

most media brands (and other commodities), TED has its own community with its 

own anthropological culture to consider.  This area is probably best known as media 

culture or creative culture.   

 In studying cultural goods, the Circuit of Cultural Production Model5 is a more 

traditional model to consider that was initially introduced by ‘Paul du Gay and 

colleagues to explore the introduction and early years of Sony Walkman.’6  The 

                                                
4 Timothy Havens & Amanda Lotz, Understanding Media Industries (UK: Oxford University Press, 
2012) p.5	  
5 ibid. p.51 
6 ibid. 	  
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model (pictured above7), as used in Timothy Havens and Amanda D. Lotz’s textbook 
on Understanding Media Industries, ‘identifies five “cultural processes” that affect 
cultural goods: identity, representation, production, consumption and regulation’.8  
Although this model does not give us the full extent of all the cultural processes 

involved in media cultures today, it is useful as a reference, to remind us that cultural 

goods are ‘complex, ambivalent and contested’ and to find or ‘suggest uniformity 
and consistency in their operation are simply not realistic’9.   

As Jean Jacques Rousseau once insisted that our only meaningful political 
choice is not between natural liberty and political authority, but only between 
legitimate authority and illegitimate authority, so our choice is not between 
unmediated information and manipulated information, but only between 
legitimate manipulated information and illegitimate manipulated information.10 

 
 If we are to assume that Rousseau was right, then the only way to understand 

media culture would be to consider how information is manipulated and to do that, we 

need to consider who is manipulating the information and for whom.  Benjamin R. 

Barber in his paper on ‘Which Technology and Which Democracy?’ considers this as 

‘the difference between information and knowledge’11, two highly discussed topics 
in media culture that TED can be seen to be stuck in between.   
 Roles within media culture are also not as straight-forward as traditional 
roles in conventional organisations.  In the discussions on the democratisation of 
media, we hear about how 

the public itself has been privatised.  People are simultaneously addressed as 
publics and audiences, citizens and consumers, and the media of democracy 
have expanded into areas previously thought of as belonging to the private 
sphere and to commercial entertainment.12 
 

The uncertainty of functions and inability to categorise people, product and 
organisation into appropriate roles in media culture make the task of exploring TED 
more intricate.  What is clear though is that there are three main groups to consider; 

TED itself, with its curator and its staff, the Speakers who are invited to present, and 

the Audiences, who make TED possible, by watching, participating and sharing the 

                                                
7 Image from http://www.users.muohio.edu/wilmsce/images/cult_stu_circuit_Page_05.jpg 
Accessed 31/08/12 
8 Havens & Lotz, Understanding Media Industries p.51	  
9 ibid. p.viii	  
10 Henry Jenkins & David Thorburn (eds.), Democracy and New Media (US: Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology, 2003) p.42	  
11 Ibid.	  
12 Ibid. p.261	  
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talks.  To help bring a sense of coherence to this paper, the following chapters will be 

organised into these groups. 

 

 

Key of TED references 
 

The chart below gives the definitions of the TED groups, which are mentioned 

throughout this paper. 

 
Who is who at 

 

TED or TED organiser 
TED Speakers 

TED Audiences 
TED Fellows 

 
 

TED Community 
TEDsters 

Curator and staff 
People who have presented at TED events 
Anyone who watches TED 
TED recruited young world-changers and 
trailblazers who have shown unusual 
accomplishment and exceptional courage 
Registered members on TED.com 
Anyone who participates in TED, formally or 
informally 
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TED: The Organisation 
 

TED’s business is about spreading ideas... about getting people from other 
fields of research or who don’t do any research at all... to consider new (for 
them) things or old ones from a different point of view. 

Dider Chambaretaud, member of TED community13  
 

*Various screenshots taken from TED.com 

 

TED is in the (non-profit) business of ideas sharing and it does this through 

organising annual conferences of inspirational presentations by professionals from a 

variety of backgrounds, and broadcasts them on YouTube, sharing them for free 

throughout the world.  TED tells us that their mission is ‘spreading ideas’ and that 

they ‘believe passionately in the power of ideas to change attitudes, lives and 

ultimately, the world.’  Fundamentally, TED is a ‘clearinghouse that offers free 

knowledge and inspiration from the world’s most inspired thinkers, and also a 

community of curious souls to engage with ideas and each other.’14  This mission is 

                                                
13 Daniel Pink’s TEDTalk, ‘The Surprising Science of Motivation’ 
http://www.ted.com/talks/dan_pink_on_motivation.html Accessed 22/08/12 
14 ‘About TED’ http://www.ted.com/pages/about Accessed 31/08/12 
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supported through the simple design of TED presentation stages that are 

uncomplicated, with only the TED branding in sight and with just enough technical 

components on stage that is necessary for the specific speaker (see images above). 

Presenting such an unassuming image with such bold mission statements as 

to offer ‘free knowledge and inspiration from the world’s most inspired thinkers’, TED 

seems to be able to prove its value with feedback from attendees of the conferences, 

with an array of positive comments that freely throw around words like amazing, 

fascinating, inspirational, incredible and exhilarated15.  In considering the Circuit of 

Cultural Production Model’s cultural processes of Presentation and Identity, we can 

see that TED seems to have managed to create for itself a Presentation that 

complements what its community sees as its Identity.  In marketing speak, TED’s 

created branding and its perceived image correlate harmoniously, a sign of an 

organisation that has got it right with its community.  

 

Let’s take a step back and look at the production of TED.  TED conferences 

maintain a format of a getaway over a few days, where all participants are 

accommodated in the same hotel, have a list of events that they are able to attend 

whilst mingling with other participants, whether from the TED organisation, speakers 

who are presenting, or those who are just there as audiences.  Throughout these 

days, the TED stage is used for presentations that range from music to robotics to 

personal storytelling.  Attendance comes with a large price-tag of US$7,500 per 

person16, which is all inclusive as an annual membership, but before payment is even 

discussed, it is important to note that seats are limited and applications go through a 

selection process or on a first-come-first-served basis.  Most attendance are by 

invitation with attendees becoming donors or patrons.  There is now a new 

membership called TEDActive17, which also charges a per annum fee of US$2,500 to 

watch the TED conference live on the Internet.  These annual memberships include 

other perks, such as TED books, conference password-protected video archive 

access and social networking amongst TEDsters. 

The prestige in getting an invitation to attend is obvious from the comments of 

those who have attended the conferences.  High profile politicians, scientists, 

entrepreneurs, celebrities, all who would have easily afforded the large price-tag 

                                                
15 ‘What attendees say’ http://www.ted.com/pages/view/id/122 Accessed 03/09/12 
16 ‘TED Conference’ http://www.ted.com/pages/tedconference#tedstandard Accessed 
04/09/12 
17 ‘TEDActive’ http://www.ted.com/pages/tedactive Accessed 04/09/12 
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could not have just chosen to buy a ticket for entry on the whim.  Rather, they would 

have to have been invited to attend (and pay for the annual fees) or apply ahead of 

time (over a year) to be at this power-conference where others of the same calibre 

will be attending as well.  From a marketing or pricing point of view, this is a smart 

move by TED, where the invitations to attend go out mostly to those who can clearly 

afford the price.  There are even invitees who pay above and beyond the suggested 

price as a token of appreciation and in support of the work that TED does.  The 

invitation, thus becomes considered as a bonus or award, a recognition within the 

elite community of TED.  And ‘in a gift economy, ‘status’, ‘prestige’ or ‘esteem’ take 

the place of cash remuneration as the primary drivers of cultural production and 

social transaction.’18  TED curator, Chris Anderson confirms this in the reluctance to 

make TED conferences any bigger than it already is, as ‘it would get too 

impersonal’.19 

Jenkins et al leads the studies of convergence culture today, paying attention 

to media cultures of organisations, communities, products that converges to create 

new media cultures or identities.  ‘Convergence... describe technological, industrial, 

cultural and social changes depending on who’s speaking and what they think they 

are talking about.’20  What Jenkins means is that convergence culture is a theory that 

considers the subjectivity and perspective of every case in every angle, due to the 

inextricable merge of the medias.  Much of convergence culture trades within the gift 

economy and it is here that the product or text ‘must pass through a point where 

“value” gets transformed into “worth”, where what has a price becomes priceless, 

where economic investment gives way to sentimental investment.’21  TED functions in 

the gift economy from the moment it sets out to produce the conference.  As soon as 

presenters are confirmed, it is understood that their presentation and time and effort 

will be for free, without a fee.  Presenters get their expenses covered, but otherwise, 

their knowledge is gifted to TED and the audiences.  All income from sponsors and 

advertisers also get fed directly into the production costs.  TED, in its non-profit role 

                                                
18 Henry Jenkins, Xiaochang Li & Ana Domb Krauskopf with Joshua Green, ‘If It Doesn’t Spread, 
It’s Dead – Creating Value in a Spreadable Marketplace’ (Convergence Culture Consortium, 
Comparative Media Studies at MIT) p.52 
http://convergenceculture.org/research/Spreadability_doublesidedprint_final_063009.pdf 
Accessed 30/07/12 
19	  Chris Anderson on Reddit AMA http://blog.ted.com/2010/01/25/teds_chris_ande_3/ 
Accessed 04/09/12 
20 Henry Jenkins, Convergence Culture, Where Old and New Media Collide (US: New York 
University, 2008) p.3	  
21 Jenkins, Li & Krauskopf with Green, ‘If It Doesn’t Spread, It’s Dead’, p.4	  
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is required to ensure that its finances always go back into the organisation, in 

improving itself. 

 Sociologist Lewis Hyde explains that ‘a gift economy is shaped by ‘the 

obligation to give, the obligation to accept, and the obligation to reciprocate, rather 

than by financial incentives.’22  If this is the case, then what has TED got to 

reciprocate to its speakers?  The only thing that it has to offer is the outreach to 

audiences and this is only possible through creating and maintaining a high level of 

quality in its production.  This is integral to its success and longevity.  A formal aspect 

to maintaining its quality is in TED’s mandate and in the regulatory systems around it. 

Mandate and Regulations 
 
 In Understanding Media Industries, we are told that all mandates are paid for 

by us, the people.  This is mostly applicable to the broadcast organisations, which 

arguably TED could be part of, but here, the payment is not by the people.  Due to 

TED being a non-profit organisation, payments received are for the conferences, 

mostly from donors and patrons and from corporate sponsors.  The majority of TED 

audiences access the product for free, online.  TED is also neither a Commercial or 

Non-Commercial organisation, so although it serves its consumers (audiences) like a 

Commercial entity, its determination of success is in its effectiveness with which its 

community (TEDsters)’s needs are served.  This characteristic is usually for Non-

Commercial organisations that serve the people’s needs.23  TEDsters or TED 

community will be discussed in the later chapter on ‘the Audiences’, but it should be 

mentioned here that because TED’s mandate is to serve TEDsters’ needs, its 

practices and regulations will reflect this.  Before we consider the regulations that 

surround TED, let us first look at the platform TED sits on, that enables most of its 

online activities to happen, YouTube.   

 The applicability of TED’s product onto YouTube’s platform is primarily 

because of the format of each presentation, which is easily captured on video.  The 

short length of each presentation (no more than eighteen minutes) complement 

YouTube’s recommendation for short productions.  The simplicity in YouTube’s video 

sharing process means TED is able to keep to its mission of sharing ideas easily.   

To a certain extent... YouTube is in the reach business as understood in 
traditional media business models; supporting a high volume of visitors and a 

                                                
22 Jean Burgess & Joshua Green (eds.), Youtube – Digital Media and Society Series (UK: Polity 
Press, 2011) p.120 
23 Havens & Lotz, Understanding Media Industries, p.6 & chapter 2 
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range of different audiences, it offers participants a way to garner wide 
exposure.24 
 

With all the technical aspects perfectly matched, what regulation issues does TED 

have to consider on YouTube?   

In its [YouTube] continued drive toward a monopoly on online video sharing, 
YouTube practices a sort of light-touch governance – the rules and permissions 
that operate on the website are ‘just enough’ to enable all the uses that take 
place without necessarily shutting down other possibilities.25  

 
This ‘light touch’ governance that YouTube has over its ‘premium content partners’26 

is initially to allow for a larger user base.  This is what Chris Anderson (the writer and 

editor-in-chief for Wired Magazine, not to be confused with TED’s curator of the same 

name) in his book Free describes as scarcity and abundance thinking.  In the current 

arrangement where there is an abundance of media, the rules are that ‘everything is 

permitted unless it is forbidden’27.  As YouTube developed through the years, this 

arrangement allowed it to change its policy when necessary, depending on who the 

content partner is and in what country.  Content governance can be controlled and 

tailored as necessary.  With TED, YouTube would not have any issues with copyright 

as the presentations are owned by the presenters themselves, who are all required to 

sign waivers before presenting.  Also, the content presented on TED.com are 

generally educational and would rarely provoke any sensitivity issues.  An interesting 

case in point is the talk ‘Behind the Great Firewall of China’ by Michael Anti28.  

Thought as a sensitive issue in China, what is intriguing is that many of the 

discussions and comments on the video are by Chinese TEDsters accessing the 

video from China.  Although there are known firewalls preventing certain foreign 

websites from being accessed in China (these preventions are made through IP – 

Internet Protocol recognition that is able to identify the location of the viewer), 

TEDsters are generally an educated community who, in China, are able to 

circumvent this simple deterrent.  Not only do Chinese TEDsters have access to view 

any content they want, they are also able to fluently voice their opinions from a local 

Chinese perspective, allowing TEDsters from other countries to understand their 

                                                
24 Burgess & Green (eds.), YouTube, pp.4-5	  
25 ibid. p.104	  
26 ibid. p.4	  
27 Chris Anderson, Free – How Today’s Smartest Businesses Profit by Giving Something For 
Nothing (GB: Random House Books, 2010) p.198	  
28	  Michael Anti, ‘Behind the Great Firewall of China’ 
http://www.ted.com/talks/lang/en/michael_anti_behind_the_great_firewall_of_china.html 
Accessed 04/09/12 
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situation better.  In this example, there are no regulation issues with this video per se, 

not from TED nor YouTube. 

  ‘As a media company, YouTube is a platform for, and an aggregator of, 

content, but it is not a content producer itself.’29  This is another reason why YouTube 

does not set heavy regulations on its users or partners.  The control of the content 

and quality is left to the producer, which in this case, is TED.  TED has its own self-

regulations that it imposes both on content that it produces and on franchised talks 

that are licensed and organised by others (TEDx).  This regulation is enforced on 

both content and corporate sponsorship/advertising.   

All of what passes as information either remains unusable in a raw, meaningless 
clumps of data, or, becoming usable, gets filtered, selected, edited, imbued 
with coherence and meaning.  This filtering always involves mediation in some 
form or other, either as a consequence of democratic (consensual) or 
authoritative (appropriately knowledgeable) criteria or via arbitrary criteria rooted 
in brute force (it is so because I say it is so, and I have the gun). 30 
 

What Barber is emphasising here is the idea, or dare I say fact, that no data is 

unfiltered.  Not unlike Rousseau’s argument on manipulated data in the Introduction 

section, both Barber and Rousseau’s aim is to draw attention to the importance of 

understanding the mediation or manipulation process, which, in media organisations 

is formally governed by its mandate and regulations.  TED, with its fresh, inspiring, 

pro-change image is surprisingly backed up with an authoritative filtering system.  

Evidence of this authority can be seen dotted all around TED.com, especially in its 

explanation on how the processes work. 

 For sponsors on both the conference and the online videos, visibility of 

sponsor advertisements or sponsor logos are kept to a minimum.  Logos are only 

shown in the beginning or at the end of a conference, where the sponsor is officially 

thanked.  On the online videos, sponsor advertisements are only ever shown at the 

end.  Where a talk is sponsored, the online video will just present a simple logo 

before the talk, with information of the sponsor.31  This is quite different from other 

YouTube channels that are sponsored, where advertisements are now being 

introduced across various popular video clips.  These advertisement video clips are 

played before the selected video and sometimes cannot be skipped.  The rigidity of 

sponsor arrangements on TED is so widely known that when Morgan Spurlock did 

                                                
29 Burgess & Green (eds.), YouTube, p.4 
30 Jenkins & Thorburn (eds.), Democracy and New Media p.42	  
31 Various resources from TED.com 
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his talk entitled ‘The Greatest TED Talk Ever Sold’32, it created such a buzz amongst 

TEDsters.  In order for Spurlock to make his point in his talk about the role of 

sponsorship in our world today, it was agreed with TED that they would, for that one 

time only, sell the rights to the title of that specific TEDTalk.  Even then, the sponsor 

is only mentioned at the end of the talk and is not acknowledged anywhere else.  

 This discomfort on the visibility of corporations on a media platform is not a 

new thing.  ‘[S]ome of the most active members of the YouTube social network have 

expressed discomfort with the interjection of corporate players into a space they 

experience as community generated.’33  The community space that has been 

predominantly user-generated is seen to be pure, which would be tainted if 

corporations were allowed to participate.  In this context, TED’s organisation can be 

seen to reflect that of a traditional museum or art gallery.  This reference is not a new 

one, where media studies have compared media goods through distribution and 

exhibition practices34.  Chris Anderson’s role as ‘curator’ for TED gives us a direct 

connection.  At exhibitions, sponsors cannot manipulate the objects themselves and 

can only be presented in the periphery.  Even though costs of sponsorship at 

exhibitions go into the millions, the advertising opportunity at the venue is actually 

very limited, in comparison.  The biggest opportunity here is probably in the position 

as the title sponsor, an opportunity that is not even available to any TED sponsors.  

 This concern with promotional activities on the talks is not only limited to 

corporations.  Speakers are also cautioned to not sell their products, ideas, or ask for 

funding in any way.  This is presented as one of the Ten Commandments that are 

sent to speakers in preparation for their TEDTalk, as follows:   

Thou Shalt Not Sell from the Stage: Neither Thy Company, Thy Goods, Thy 
Writings, nor Thy Desperate Need for Funding; Lest Thou be Cast Aside into 
Utter Darkness. 35 
 

TED’s concern is that talks are inspiring and not egocentric.  However, for all its fear 

of being tainted by other corporate figures, TED’s business is about pushing itself 

into the domain of others.  To help it do this, TED broadcasts all its presentations, 

videos and texts under the Creative Common License.   

If you want to give people the right to share, use, and even build upon a work 
you’ve created, you should consider publishing it under a Creative Commons 

                                                
32 Morgan Spurlock, ‘The Greatest TED Talk Ever Sold’ 
http://www.ted.com/search?q=morgan+spurlock Accessed 05/09/12 
33 Burgess & Green (eds.), YouTube, p.5	  
34 Havens & Lotz, Understanding Media Industries, chapter.7	  
35 Jeremey Donovan, How to Deliver A TED Talk (GB: Amazon.co.uk, 2012) pp.4-5 
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license. CC gives you flexibility (for example, you can choose to allow only non-
commercial uses) and protects the people who use your work, so they don’t 
have to worry about copyright infringement, as long as they abide by the 
conditions you have specified.36 
 

The idea is that under the Creative Common License, all materials and texts can be 

shared and used in any way, as long as it is not done commercially, where it does 

not generate any financial gains.  This, surprisingly has also attracted various 

broadcast agencies to have a dedicated TED channel on offer. 

With the arrangement of its own mandate, working for its own community but 

acting as a private organisation, TED uses the flexibility of YouTube’s regulations, 

together with the support of the Creative Commons License, to do what convergence 

culture studies are asking of companies and organisations, to increase their 

spreadability. 37 

 

Spreadability versus Stickiness 
 

If It Doesn’t Spread, It’s Dead – Jenkins et al38 
Ideas Worth Spreading – TED39 

 
 Jenkins et al stresses on the importance of the ability to spread for any 

organisation in the participatory or convergence culture of today.  ‘A spreadable 

model assumes that the repurposing and transformation of media content adds 

value.’40  Here, it is suggested that ‘in the short run, companies need to be clear on 

which model (spreadability or stickiness) they are using and why.’41  From the 

strategy that TED is seen to have, it seems unimportant for an organisation that 

functions like TED to have a strategy on either, as it appears to embrace both 

strategies without limitations.  Anderson in his book Free suggests that ‘while the last 

century’s Free was a powerful marketing method, this century’s Free is an entirely 

new economic model.’42  What Anderson means here is that where organisations 

previously gave out freebies as part of a wider marketing plan to increase sales (of 

paid content), there are new organisations, like TED, that are seen to be giving out 

free content and doing so sincerely, without any catches or underlying demands.  
                                                
36 ‘About Creative Commons’ http://creativecommons.org/about Accessed 05/09/12 
37 Jenkins, Li & Krauskopf with Green, ‘If It Doesn’t Spread, It’s Dead’ 	  
38	  Ibid. 	  
39	  TED.com	  
40 Jenkins, Li & Krauskopf with Green, ‘If It Doesn’t Spread, It’s Dead’, p.3 (emphasis is by the 
author)	  
41 Ibid. p.7	  
42 Anderson, Free, p.12 
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The ‘trade-off’ for these companies ‘is not money, but satisfaction’43 and this 

satisfaction can be measured through its spreadability.  

 Spreadability seeks to have media content distributed in any and every way 

possible, working to ‘motivate and facilitate the efforts of fans and enthusiasts to 

“spread” the word’ as ‘repurposing and transformation of media content adds value’. 

Whereas, stickiness seeks to ‘attract and hold the attention of site visitors’44, luring 

them to keep coming back to the same space over and over again.  For TED, it can 

be argued that it manages to do both these things, due to the characteristics of its 

product that sits on a very spreadable medium, YouTube.  Videos can be spread 

through technical help of widgets (placeholders that can be positioned onto most web 

platforms for easy access) and the ‘plentitude’ or vast spectrum of videos allows for a 

higher chance of a match between content and audience, in turn, bringing them back 

again and again.  The good production value and evergreen characteristics of TED 

videos mean that it is able to maintain the ‘long tail’ model, which seeks longevity in 

the product.  ‘Long tail’ economics describe the curiosity that is a ‘market without an 

end’45.  Due to the vastness of products available today and a reach to more 

consumers globally, Internet companies are finding that there is never an end to the 

sales or transactions of any specific product.  As with all products (online or not), 

after an initial point of popularity, numbers of transactions will start to dwindle, but 

where the ‘long tail’ model comes into play is that the numbers never taper off.  It 

may remain at a low amount, but it is continuous.  To use TED as an example, 

regardless of the age of the video (when it was recorded or broadcasted) because of 

the content and the platform it is on, there will always be someone viewing it at some 

point.  

Online social network encourages TED’s spreadability by allowing audiences 

to have an output, to express their sentiments in using TED’s content.  The only 

factor that limits TED’s spreadability is in its lack of encouragement in participatory 

culture, where audiences are unable to recreate or produce responses to the videos, 

unless within the TED framework of the franchised TEDx events, or in an application 

to participate formally.  (Participatory culture will be discussed in more depth in the 

next chapters.)  Saying this, the concept of TEDx events create an ideal platform for 

globalisation and co-production.  ‘One of the most successful formulas for balancing 
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cultural realities with the desire to exploit international markets has been international 

co-production.’46  Though the TEDx arrangement is not as straightforward as 

international colleagues working to produce international versions of TED, it 

represents perhaps what is better known as franchising in other commodities.  

Applications can be made to present a local version of TED in its TEDx branding and 

a pack with clear regulations are given to support the work that needs doing.  All the 

work of organising and managing is done locally, but with the content and structure 

regulated by TED.  This provides TED with the ideal level of control, still within its 

own mandate and regulations as previously discussed, but with the freedom to 

expand the brand without too much extra work.  Again, the globalised participation 

that is within TED’s authority is done within the gift economy, where local organisers 

create non-profit TEDx events, without aim for profit through sponsorship and 

advertising opportunities.  Rather, local organisers seek to create events like TED, to 

inspire and share free knowledge and ideas.  The drive to produce this local 

franchise of a TED conference is the drive for participation, to be part of TED and 

what it represents. 

 

There is no question that the dominant communications technologies of the 
twentieth century have been the printing press, radio, television, and the 
telephone...  They have made knowledge available [and] opened our minds to 
events around the world.47 
 

The movement of the communications technologies in the twentieth century have 

developed into the next century, in media, where broadcasting, in the form of media 

text distribution can be taken to another level.  Irregardless of the format of the 

media, whether print or audio or visual, whether delayed, recorded, or live, the 

technologies surrounding the Internet have managed to introduce a platform that 

allows for spreadability instantly and with the widest reach.   This means that 

‘increasingly, the lines between media work and information work is blurring, in part 

due to technological convergence, and in part due to corporate conglomeration.’48  

This overlap is more or less complete for TED, where the bulk of the day-to-day work 

at TED is about managing its media in information technology.  At the same time, 

information or knowledge work happens at every conference, in curating, collecting 

and recording the videos of the presentations.  The technological convergence 
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between traditional conference technology and media broadcast technology is clear 

and in this case, an ideal partnership, as previously discussed.  For TED though, the 

corporate conglomeration, though present, is not as obvious.  TED does not create 

direct conglomeration or ties with other organisations, rather, it does so with 

individuals who may perhaps represent other organisations.  When someone 

becomes part of TED, they may come with the experience and knowledge that they 

have gained from working with specific organisations or institutions, but they present 

this knowledge as their own, or just as knowledge, removed from any relationships 

other than that of with themselves.  It is the ability that TED has to demand that of its 

presenters, that make the videos so spreadable.  Each talk, especially the good 

ones, are little packages of knowledge, presented in a personal and personable way 

that allows its audiences to believe in individuality, in that anyone, is able to achieve 

the same.  This works very well because the person who is directly involved or is the 

actual source of the information is the one presenting.  In the popularisation of blogs, 

we are told that ‘many readers expressed comfort and pleasure in knowing that a 

living, breathing, thinking author stood behind the text on the screen’49.  At TED, this 

is physically evident. 

 

The Creative Class 
 
 With all these discussions about TED giving away its product for free, creating 

meaningful relationships with all its partners whilst encouraging its community to go 

out and spread its content, it is perhaps necessary to consider TED as an 

environment for the Creative Class.  Richard Florida, in his observation that ‘human 

creativity is the ultimate economic resource’50, explains that 

although creativity is often viewed as an individual phenomenon, it is an 
inescapably social process...  Furthermore, creativity flourishes best in a unique 
kind of social environment: one that is stable enough to allow continuity of effort, 
yet diverse and broad-minded enough to nourish creativity in all its subversive 
forms.51 
 

If we take stock of TED’s content, it does not belong in any specific industry, sector 

or genre.  The only characteristic consistent throughout is creativity or inspiration, 

through knowledge or ideas that are developed and presented by people for people.  

These ideas are rarely created in conservative environments and are definitely not 
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accepted to this degree in any environments external to its speciality.  In TED, 

whether it is through its Speakers or Audiences, or TEDsters, they   

have in common... a strong desire for organisations and environments that let 
them be creative – that value their input, challenge them, have mechanisms for 
mobilising resources around ideas and are receptive to both small changes and 
the occasional big idea.52 

 

                                                
52	  Ibid. p.40	  
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The Speakers 
 

The Creative Class (continued) 
 

Human creativity is the ultimate economic resource.  The ability to come up with 
new ideas and better ways of doing things is ultimately what raises productivity 
and thus living standards.53 
 

Humans are creative creatures who constantly learn and innovate.  It is clear that 

knowledge is important to us, in our need to understand other humans and our 

environment better, in order to improve humanity.  As this is getting more apparent in 

the twenty-first century, Florida examines the intricacies of this movement in his book 

The Rise of the Creative Class.  Although everyone is involved in this process of 

learning and innovating in some way or another, those who do most of this creative 

work can be seen in Florida’s definition of the Creative Class, which consists of two 

components. 

The Super-Creative Core of this new class includes scientists and engineers, 
university professors, poets and novelists, artists, entertainers, actors, designers 
and architects, as well as the thought leadership of modern society; nonfiction 
writers, editors, cultural figures, think-tank researchers, analysts and other 
opinion-makers.... Beyond this core group, the Creative Class also includes 
“creative professionals” who work in a wide range of knowledge-intensive 
industries such as high-tech sectors, financial services, the legal and health care 
professions, and business management.’54 
 

As much as the two lists feel like it covers a large section of any population, it is also 

a good reflection of who TED Speakers55 are.  The variety in TED Speakers and 

thus, talks, mean that everyone, specialist or not will be exposed to something new 

from the talks.  In considering the idea of a conference or seminar, it is natural to 

think about the world of academia, of professors and scientists presenting their 

papers to fellow academics.  However, in the environment of TED with a different set 

of audience and with limitations in the format (under eighteen minutes and the talk 

must be inspiring), it makes even the most experienced academic nervous with 

anticipation.  How do you present specialist information to an audience, who, though 

are not specialists in the same area, are experts in their own right, and still manage 

to make it interesting? 
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 In considering the presentation issue, TED is not that different from other 

knowledge broadcasters like BBC Documentaries, Discovery Channel and National 

Geographic.  

We make programming which is as credible and informative as possible, while 
being entertaining, but with a subject matter that people expect to find on 
Discovery.  I make no apologies for concentrating on science and natural 
history.  There is some great stuff in there. 

Michael Quattrone 
Discovery Channel’s senior vice president and general manager56 

 
The key words in Quattrone’s quote above are ‘credible’, ‘informative’ and 

‘entertaining’.  If we consider TED’s mandate again, we can understand how the text 

in the TED presentations are manipulated for its audiences.  However, what about 

the Speakers’ mandates?  Professionals and specialists, the Creative Class, are 

invited by TED to speak at its conference.  A conference where only the elite attend 

and where the talks will be aired for free across the globe immediately after.  

Previous speakers have created such energy and hype that talks are deemed to be 

inspirational, fascinating and moving.  What do you do?  JJ Abrams, the famous film 

director was invited to speak at TED.  When he asked a TED representative about 

what he should talk about, the response was that he could talk about anything, but he 

just needs to be profound57.  What do TED Speakers use this opportunity for?  They 

are not invited to sell their products, they are invited to share their knowledge.  

 To return to Florida’s Creative Class, ‘we now have an economy powered by 

human creativity’ with the definition of creativity being “the ability to create meaningful 

new forms”.  He tells us that ‘society is changing in large measure because we want 

it to’... and that the ‘driving force is the rise of human creativity as the key factor in 

our economy and society’.58  Florida’s case is easy to accept, but that is because the 

word ‘creative’ has such broad connotations that it is easy to apply.  If human 

creativity is the ‘key factor in our economy and society’, then previous economic 

models based on financial rewards cannot be applicable anymore.  This is what 

Florida means by ‘society is changing in large measure’. 

 

Creativity is largely driven by intrinsic rewards.  Surely some creative people are 
driven by money, but studies find that truly creative individuals from artists and 
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writers to scientists and open-source software developers are driven primarily 
by internal motivations.59 
 

In the case of TED Speakers, we can use this explanation to start to understand what 

their personal mandates are.  Since the Speakers already have a job or career 

elsewhere, with income that pays their bills, speaking on TED is not a job.  In fact, it 

could be considered as an opportunity, and one that brings the Speakers away from 

their day-to-day jobs.  However, it is due to a mixture of pride and a sense of 

accomplishment, an opportunity to reach a wider audience, and much more, that 

pushes them to speak.  ‘Creative people require more than compensation for their 

time... you cannot motivate the best people with money.’60  Dan Pink, who spoke on 

TED about ‘The Surprising Science of Motivation’ calls this ‘intrinsic motivation’.  A 

very basic way of describing intrinsic motivation is when a task is interesting and 

enjoyable, hence motivates.  This is sometimes referred to as ‘the “attention 

economy” and the “reputation economy”.’61  TED Speakers and Audiences, whom we 

will discuss in more detail in the next chapter are driven by intrinsic motivation to 

participate in TED.  Kevin Roberts, CEO of Saatchi and Saatchi talks about this in his 

book Lovemarks.  Lovemarks is a concept that suggests that brands today have to 

surpass expectations of previous economical standards to create a relationship with 

its consumers that represent a relationship of love.  Again, this will be discussed in 

the next chapter, but what Roberts also tell us is that ‘those who limit their 

benchmarks to rational and financial outcomes will go nowhere slowly.’62  As the 

economy that we function in today is no longer financially driven, another form of 

intrinsic motivation here is power.  ‘The more power you give away, the more it 

comes back to you.’63  It is just as well then that  

many of the creative workers who supply the lifeblood of the media industries 
pursue their crafts with an “art for art’s sake” attitude... As a result, those 
involved in the media industries often do not behave in the same profit-centred 
manner as workers in most other commercial industries.64 
 

Though this quotation is in direct reference to creative workers in the media 

industries, because work with media is spreading across most, if not all industries, 
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there is a visible change in our economy as a whole, as previously suggested, which 

could be one of the driving forces in the evolution of the Creative Class. 

 

Seminar Presentation and Journalism 
 
 Amitai Etzioni talks about ‘hybrid communities’ in his paper ‘Are Virtual and 

Democratic Communities Feasible?’.  In media, ‘some online communities work to 

complement and reinforce existing offline communities.’65  Here, TED creates a 

platform for an array of offline communities to be represented and presented online.  

Is a TEDTalk a seminar, a journalistic piece or just storytelling? 

 Anderson, on explaining nonmonetary economies uses Maslow’s ‘Hierarchies 

of Needs’ to be applied to information.  ‘Once our hunger for basic knowledge and 

entertainment is satisfied, we become more discriminating about exactly what 

knowledge and entertainment we want.’66  We are more demanding of the 

information or knowledge that we get and how it is given to us.  As audiences, we are 

more aware of the range of knowledge that is available in the world due to the 

developments in media, especially with the Internet.  At the same time, organisations 

and individuals are also aware of the range of audiences to be sought in media, all 

competing for attention.  ‘People are overwhelmed by the choices they face.  Forget 

the Information Economy.  Human attention has become our principal currency.’67  

With this fight for attention, media text have mutated in its purpose and hence its 

form.   

[J]ournalism, as the forum in which “we” communities are constructed and 
“common knowledge” is exchanged, has migrated well beyond news.  At the 
same time, news has evolved generically to accommodate to its media 
neighbours.  Further uncertainty is caused.  Doubts about what is fact and what 
is fiction are now pursued into the very fabric of media communication. 
...Meanwhile, over in the supposedly fictional world of commercial 
entertainment, you might find much more careful attention to truth.68 
 

Where corruption of fiction into non-fiction and vice-versa is becoming more 

apparent, audiences are becoming more aware of the subjectivity of perspectives 

and hence paying more importance to the source.  In academia, this issue of quality 

in a piece of research or writing is overcome through the process of peer-review.  

Papers are not published until they are signed off by others within the same speciality 
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and until editors have checked the authenticity of references and sources of 

research.  Although this method may fulfil regulatory processes, this does not allow 

radical thinking to be shared quickly or to be easily published or broadcasted. 

The time lag between commencing a piece of writing and its publication in 
academic work is, in the main, much greater than that in journalism.  Scholarly 
articles and books can take months or even years to write.  After that, the 
waiting lists for publication in some academic journals can be counted in years, 
even after a paper has been reviewed over several months.  In the case of 
books, an academic book takes form nine months to a year to publish after 
delivery by the author. ... Once published, academic knowledge aspires to 
stability.  Academic books may stay in print for years or even decades.  They 
are available indefinitely in libraries.  Influential papers are cited in other people’s 
works long after they are published.69   
 

In contemplating the above paragraph about academic writing and its considerations, 

we can refer to David Sholle’s paper on ‘What is Information’, where he defines 

information and knowledge into specific characteristics, summarising that ‘information 

is conceived of as a process, whereas knowledge is a state’.70  This helps us surmise 

that information is what is communicated, that which is fluid, whence knowledge is 

what is understood, that which is stagnant.  Information changes through 

interpretation, but once understood, it becomes knowledge.  These characteristics 

helps us understand the importance of timing to the communication of a piece of 

knowledge better. 

[F]or instance, the regularly reported race to publish some new scientific or 
medical discovery first.  But that same knowledge becomes very stable once 
published, especially in the “natural” sciences such as physics or astronomy.  A 
double helix remains a double helix well after its first announcement, but the 
people who first announce it can set a very high premium on the timelines of 
their work.71   
 

The race to announcement here is different from media to media, and is further 

emphasised by the developments in media technologies that allow for real-time or 

instant broadcast.  This difference is further punctuated by the individuals or 

organisations represented, where certain conflict, termed ‘frequency mistunings’ may 

arise.  For example, ‘journalists, habituated to high-frequency public address, and 

academics, attuned to the rhythms of mid-frequency writing, find it hard to 

understand one another.’72  On TED, everyone has to work with the idea that 

whatever is presented will be published/broadcasted instantly.  This is an unnerving 
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thought if we consider the previous example of the double helix.  There is a race to 

announce a discovery to the world, but at the same time, there is also a fear of 

presenting unsupported discoveries or even of copyright infringements.  Computer 

consultant Leah Gentry puts this into perspective.  She suggests that if we ‘examine 

the evolution of journalistic mediums, then the Web becomes a much less scary 

place.  It took awhile for radio and TV journalists to discover how to use the strengths 

of their particular media to tell stories.  On the Web, we have that same challenge.’73  

The difference with the Internet is that not only do journalists have to learn how to 

cope with this platform, everyone does.  Also, the platform opens up opportunities to 

present in many different mediums, like video, text, audio or graphics and different 

frequencies of live or delayed.  It is a huge array of skills to be competent in.  

 It is not surprising that what TED has done here, is inadvertently creating a 

new niche on the Internet.  Since ‘technology is turning mass markets into millions of 

niches’74 a savvy media organisation would find a gap in the market for itself.  This is 

exactly what TED has managed.  TED’s Speakers do not present academic seminars 

or journalistic pieces, they tell stories.  In describing YouTube, we are told that ‘the 

Internet has rapidly evolved into a new ‘enabling social technology for knowledge’.75  

As we know, TED deals in knowledge, but it does it through a social method.  The 
TED environment acts as a catalyst to create opportunities for knowledge to be 
passed on, through the one thing that is present in all humans, emotion. 

When people pass along content... they are doing so as members of social 
communities involved in activities which are meaningful to them.’ [C]ultural 
materials... become the raw materials which community members use to 
express shared meanings or to reaffirm social ties with each other.76 

 

Storytelling 
 

As TEDTalks inspire many people to do different things, it inspired Jeremey 

Donovan to write a book about giving TEDTalks.  This self-published book tries to 

capture the uniqueness of every TED presentation made into a skill that can be 

repeated by others.  Donovan tells us that ‘the problem is not that you do not have 

enough stories, it is that you have too many... This book will help you pick one 
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remarkable idea and teach you how to share it in an inspiring way.’77  Have we lost 
our ability to tell stories? 

What had come before the Creative Class of today was the product of the 
wars and industrial revolution, the Working Class.  The struggle was to overcome 
the hardships of war and to create stability in humanity.  The creative drivers were 
more technical, in science discoveries and new technologies, to help better the 
quality of lives.  Ronald Inglehart, a political science professor published a World 

Values Survey in which he found that there was 

an intergenerational shift from emphasis on economic and physical security 
toward increasing emphasis on self-expression, subjective well-being, and 
quality of life... This cultural shift is found throughout advanced industrial 
societies; it seems to emerge among birth cohorts that have grown up under 
conditions in which survival is taken for granted.78 
 

Without the hardships of life experienced by the previous generations, current and 

new generations, with a new sense of comfort and relief have developed this 

emphasis for a need to convey its individualisms.  This social and emotional method 

of communication is not a new phenomenon.  It is just dependent on the state of 

society.  Where there was an urgency to learn in order to survive, for example during 

the wars, knowledge was passed on in a more regimented and efficient way.  The 

need for efficiency meant that it was also a selective process; where people were 

taught only what was necessary.  In an untroubled environment, humans perceive 

storytelling to be an   

evolutionary mechanism for inductive reasoning.  As Plato said, ‘Those who tell 
stories rule society’... Stories are vital to us because the primary way we 
process information is through induction.  Induction is essentially reasoning by 
pattern recognition... We like stories because they feed our induction thinking 
machine, they give us material to find patterns in – stories are a way in which we 
learn.79  

 
Ken Robinson, in giving his talk titled ‘Do Schools Kill Creativity?’ which is his first, 

out of two TEDTalks, suggests that ‘what TED celebrates is the gift of the human 

imagination’.  He also proposes that ‘creativity now is as important in education as 

literacy, and we should treat it with the same status.’80  Many who have watched 

Robinson’s talk agrees passionately with his points, but have we had the chance to 
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take a step back to consider why creativity and imagination is so important that we 

need to teach it to our children?  The answer is in this age-old subconscious method 

of induction learning that drives it.  A parallel theory in entertainment studies is the 

idea of ‘edutainment’ on combining entertainment with education.  This is practiced 

all the time, although it is especially obvious when it is acted towards children.  

Educational or learning activities are made fun, in order to capture the attention of the 

student.  Educational channels like BBC and programmes like Sesame Street have 

long been submersed in edutainment81.   

Storytelling is a form of entertainment and the ability to learn from stories has 

been put to practice for generations with clear results that we still see today.  

Regardless of who we are, where we are from or what language(s) we speak, most 

of us have stories that we have heard as children that we will happily pass on to the 

next generation.  Stories that are celebrated in the Western society (that have also 

been translated and spread all across the globe), such as Aesop’s fables will always 

have a place in society, as it speaks directly to the core of humanity, on emotions.  

Roberts, in reference to Lovemarks, puts that ‘a great story can never be told too 

often’82 and we know that where there are stories being told, there will be Audiences 

to listen.  
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The Audiences 
 

In the previous two chapters, we have considered TED from the perspective 

of the organisation and from the Speakers.  In consideration of the Circuit of Cultural 

Production Model that was discussed in the Introduction, we have since covered the 

cultural processes of identity, representation, production and regulation.  The final 

cultural process left is of consumption.   

We know that TED is financially supported through sponsors, donors and 

advertisers.  So, how is success rated for these stakeholders?  Success can be 

measured very simply through ‘audience measurement’ as typically done with 
broadcast media83 or attendance for live audiences.  Sponsors and donors would 
want to know that their support has been put into good use, that TED continues its 
outreach programme to spread ideas and knowledge.  For advertisers, they want to 
know that their advert, as small or unobtrusive as it may be, has a decent exposure, 
to help promote the firm through association with TED.  The most obvious way to 
measure these outcomes is by looking at the number of views on the TED videos84, 
and from the full attendance of every TED conference ever held. 
 However, if we take the viewpoint of traditional economics, aren’t the 
audiences the consumers?  And if so, why are we not considering what the costs 
and worth of TED is to them?  Going back to the discussions on the gift economy, 
we understand that giving things for free now has its own market protocols.  For 
TED, the buyer who is also the audience, views the content before considering its 

price.  Because TED trades in information and knowledge, we have to consider how 

gift economy differs from information economy.  ‘In information economics... the 

content [is] held secret until the purchase is complete, after which the information 

(the product) can be encoded, reproduced and exchanged as a commodity.’85  This 

can be understood through the trading of computer softwares and applications, in 

particular, where users have to pay before they are able to download and use the 

product.  TED’s audiences however get to watch the product first, before choosing a 

suitable price and payment as they see fit.  Payment here, can be anything from a 

video being shared or distributed, to comments made on the website, to audiences 
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becoming sponsors or donors.  Some audiences may even consider organising a 

TEDx event or attempt to attend a TED conference, trying year after year until they 

are successful.  These actions are completely dependent upon how the audiences 

feel after viewing the presentations.  

 Amongst all the different communities of TED, from its organisers to 
Speakers, to the Audiences, we are beginning to get a sense that the communities 
are predominated by the Creative Class.  What is also becoming apparent is that 
‘while the Creative Class favours openness and diversity, to some degree it is a 

diversity of elites, limited to highly educated, creative people.’86  To quote Richard 

Brandson, on attending a TED conference, ‘it’s just fascinating that every single 

person you meet is doing something incredible.’87  The elitism is not one of class, 

financial standings or even career type.  The elitism in TED is on experience, 

knowledge and most importantly, incredibility.   Incredibility is in the capacity to 

inspire.  This can be seen across all the different communities in TED.  The 

Audience, being the largest community, asserts their authority in a variety of ways 

across TED.com.  Comments are made on videos, discussions on blogs and forums 

can be started on any topic.  TED’s self-regulation process is only enforced on: 

• ‘content promoting pseudo-science, conspiracy theories, zealotry, proselytizing, 
self-promotion, product-hawking, and new-age fluff 

• content written in txtspeak, all-caps, or otherwise lazy grammar 
• content posted by members using joke names or non-names 
• disrespectful, distasteful, unconstructive, or illegal content’88 

 
The TED Community are very aware of these terms, as they are seen to be 

referenced to by the Community themselves and not the organisers when comment 

streaks seem to be getting out of hand.  There is a clear protocol in the TED 

Community that is respected by members, which in turn allows for this elitism to set 

in.  To be a TEDster, one does not need to agree with every talk or topic, or 

comment.  On the contrary, discussions are very much welcomed as a way to 

consider new perspectives and ideas. 

Lovemark 
 
 TED was created in 1984 and its initial attempt at a conference was not 

successful.  In 1990, another attempt was made and this time, the format seemed to 

work and the TED conference started to gain some momentum.  However, it was not 
                                                
86 Florida, The Rise of the Creative Class, p.79	  
87 ‘Taste of TED’ http://www.ted.com/pages/tasteofted Accessed 08/09/12 
88 TED Terms of Use, http://www.ted.com/termsofuse Accessed 08/09/12 
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until the new millennium when the TED organisation that we know today was 

created.  It was in 2001 when Chris Anderson’s Sapling Foundation bought over TED 

from its original owner, Richard Saul Wurman, and made it the non-profit ideas 

sharing entity it is now.89    

 Being a young organisation, having really only come together in the current 

century, TED is an ideal candidate for what Kevin Roberts terms a Lovemark.  As 

mentioned in the previous chapter, Roberts sees Lovemarks as brands of today that 

surpass expectations of previous economical standards, creating a relationship with 

its consumers that represent a relationship of love.  An immediate effect of this 

proposition is that the relationship between the brand and consumer is more serious 

and holds more power than before.  As described in Consumer Tribes, in the modern 

world of consumerism, the relationship between a consumer and a product or a 

brand can be seen as ‘a form of dependency that is full of quietude, with individuals 

fulfilling themselves in a ‘better being’ that reveals a person to him/herself’.90  TED 

gives people a product that helps make them ‘better beings’ and in return, they 

become loyal consumers, watching, participating and promoting TED.  As per any 

love relationship, it requires full participation of both parties in order to maintain the 

relationship at such a serious level. 

 
Only inspirational brands can be Lovemarks.91 
Loyalty beyond reason.92 
Lovemarks are owned by the people who love them.93 

 
In charting the differences between good brands and Lovemarks, Roberts came up 

with the chart below94.  The clear difference is that the descriptors of a Lovemark are 

emotional words that are romantic and passionate.  Usually reserved for fiction, these 

descriptors are not what corporate marketers would throw around in a boardroom.  

Not before now, anyway.  However, with the change in social behaviour and social 

priorities as discussed at the end of the previous chapter, we know that humans are 

now more concerned about creativity and the need to establish personal identities.  

‘Question of identity and citizenship are less easily associated with territorially 

                                                
89 TED History http://www.ted.com/pages/16 Accessed 08/09/12 
90 Bernard Cova, Robert V. Kozinets & Avi Shankar, Consumer Tribes (UK: Elsevier, 2007) p.32 
91 Roberts, Lovemarks, p.99	  
92 Ibid. p.66	  
93 Ibid. p.133	  
94 Ibid. p.70, image copy from http://2.bp.blogspot.com/_dp5nE0ZF-
8Q/TCiuzxjAkaI/AAAAAAAAABg/QLDc22US4kY/s1600/Brands+vs+Lovemarks.jpg Accessed 
09/09/12	  
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bounded spatial entities (nations) than was previously taken for granted.  Identity is 

more mobile, indeterminate, and voluntary.’95  Identity is seen to be a choice, rather 

than something that culture, community, or nationality dictates anymore and thus, 

identity today is more complicated and deeply fused96. 

 
 For humans to be able to use the tools of an originally capitalist environment 

to express themselves, by choosing alliances and creating their own identities, the 

easiest way is to do so through emotions.  What was cast aside during the difficult 

years of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries can now be brought back into day to 

day life, to help with human expression.  ‘People everywhere are wanting to embrace 

emotion.  Emotion has become a legitimate subject for serious research.  Once the 

scientists got into emotion it didn’t take them long to prove what was obvious to 

everyone who cared to look.’97  This does not mean that we look at our world today 

and think that everything is in perfect order, and thus do not require to be anxious 

about survival.  This means that because survival (living) is taken for granted by 

current and new generations, the suffering that is visible in the world is dealt with in a 

different way from how it would have been in the past. 

                                                
95 Jenkins & Thorburn (eds.), Democracy and New Media p.258	  
96 Florida, The Rise of the Creative Class, p.210	  
97 Roberts, Lovemarks, pp.38-39 (emphasis is by the author)	  
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Our world needs Love.  It needs optimism and inspiration if we are to deal with 
the pressing problems we face.  The severe hardship experienced by over two 
billion human beings.  Conflicts, disease, corruption.... importantly, we must 
commit ourselves to finding solutions.98 
 

This is where TED steps in to a perfect and opportune moment.  TED runs on the 

same principles as what humans believe is required in humanity today.  TED 

believes ‘passionately in the power of ideas to change attitudes, lives and ultimately, 

the world.’99  TED presentations are set out to inspire with new ideas and TED events 

and network are created for the exchange of these ideas, with the hope that it would 

act as a catalyst for new ideas that might change the world. 

 

The essential difference between emotion and reason is that emotion leads to 
action while reason leads to conclusions. 

Donald Calne, neurologist100 
 
In Calne’s statement above, it helps us understand why audiences flock to TED to 

watch video after video.  The emotional response created from watching these 

videos asserts a power over the audiences to take action.  This assertion is what we 

keep referring to as inspiration.  Although not all of the videos on TED has been 

sampled, it is probably safe to say that the most inspirational videos on TED do not 

lead to strict conclusions.  In fact, when you read the comments that are made from 

the TED Community, you will see that the videos generate a need for discussion, 

precisely because it does not have a clear conclusion.  Audiences are not asked to 

agree with the video or take any positions.  They are just invited to watch and listen, 

and if they feel moved to, they can comment, share, or participate in the development 

of this topic in any way that they feel comfortable with.  In participatory culture, this is 

called ‘collective intelligence’ which works under the understanding that ‘none of us 

can know everything; each of us knows something; and we can put the pieces 

together if we pool our resources and combine our skills’101. In the study of 

participatory culture, we are told to ‘be careful... not to confuse messages with 

meanings’.102  Here, messages are the actual media texts and meanings are how 
these texts are interpreted.  If an audience decides to participate, then it is with 
his/her own meaning, which is understood in the TED Community that it could be 

                                                
98 Ibid. p.224	  
99 About TED http://www.ted.com/pages/about Accessed 09/09/12 
100 Roberts, Lovemarks, p.42	  
101 Jenkins, Convergence Culture, p.4 
102 Jenkins, Li & Krauskopf with Green, ‘If It Doesn’t Spread, It’s Dead’ p.81	  
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different from the Speakers, from the organiser or from other Audiences.  From the 

book Consumer Tribes, we can relate TEDsters to what is called ‘a postmodern tribe 

or tribe which consumes’, which is described as ‘a group of individuals who are not 

necessarily homogenous (in terms of objective social characteristics), but are inter-

linked by the same subjectivity, the same emotions.’103  All TEDsters do not need to 

have a unanimous opinion on anything, but they all share a passion for ideas and 

inspiration.   

 

Participatory Culture 
 
 A trend in the current studies of media culture is in defining prosumers – 

producing consumers.  This is what is also known as participatory culture, a term that 

we have already come across.  In considering the various cultural theories, however, 

it is interesting to examine whether prosuming is a natural characteristic of any media 

community or of the Creative Class.   In appraising the spreadability of media, 

Jenkins et al looked at the viral culture on the Internet and found that  

a video will become popular if it allows consumers to participate in the 
production of meaning and is transformed into a cultural resource through 
which they communicate something that matters to other members of their 
community.104 
 

What is unclear in texts about participatory culture is if the participation or production 

of meaning can be considered to have happened, even through just a simple gesture 

of sharing (or spreading) of a media text.  If we consider that ‘ideas circulate 

differently in and through different media,’105 we would understand that TED, in using 

YouTube and the video format circulates directly and unedited.  What we mean here 

is that TED videos are not edited in any way and when shared, the link or the actual 

video (sourced on YouTube) is passed on.  It is the exact same video that is viewed 

by anyone at anytime.  On YouTube however, other videos do get edited and 

remixed into versions or responses to the original, but that is generally for 

entertainment purposes.  The content on TED doesn’t really give space for such 

remixes to happen.  Any videos that are not authorised or broadcasted directly by 

TED is not given much attention to by the community and this in turn disregards any 

response videos created.  TED does however have authorised response videos 

available on TEDBlog.  These are responses created in collaboration with other 
                                                
103 Cova, Kozinets & Shankar, Consumer Tribes, p.277	  
104 Jenkins, Li & Krauskopf with Green, ‘If It Doesn’t Spread, It’s Dead’ p.81	  
105 Ibid. p.16	  
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media organisations and can be seen to fit into TED’s image or world.  Two 

examples are by the blockbuster film, Prometheus and the much loved children 

programme, Muppets.  In the viral video for Prometheus called ‘TED 2023’106, we find 

the fictional character Peter Weyland standing on a futuristic TED stage, addressing 

what seems to be a stadium full of audiences.  On TEDBlog, we can find the article 

about how Scooter, the Muppet character attended TED2012 as a participant.  Here, 

this puppet character is seen to be discussing important issues on the future of the 

film industry107.  Although these are clearly engineered responses, they still provide 

for the Prometheus (and Alien franchise) and Muppets fans, a platform to connect 

with TED, and at the same time, increasing the spreadability of all the different 

entities involved.  

There are clear limitations as to how TEDsters can express themselves 

through TED products, but it is arguable that they are still participating in the 

production of meaning and that they are indeed producing consumers.  The very act 

of sharing a video on their own Social Network page, or conversing on a TED forum 

or commenting on a TEDTalk, means that they are producing their own meanings of 

the presented text.  

Another definition of ‘participatory culture’ is one in which ‘fans and other 

consumers are invited to actively participate in the creation and circulation of new 

content.’108  Here, the emphasis is on new content, which again, can be questioned to 

what extent.  However, if we move away from the original TED formats and look at 

the new franchise of TEDx, which we had considered in the discussion of 

conglomerations in the previous chapter, we can regard these local productions to be 

another form of participatory culture by TEDsters.  TEDsters who are unable to 

attend or present at a TED conference, may have the chance to do so with a more 

local audience, but still under the same format and most importantly, still be 

recognised by the TED community.  After the TEDx conferences, TEDx videos are 

sent through to the main TED office to be considered for uploading onto the website, 

which happens for most.  Once uploaded, these new TEDx talks take the same 

‘stage’ as TEDTalks, acquiring the same audience level.  Popular and highly inspiring 

TEDx talks are also submitted for the possibility of being presented at the next TED 

conference.  

                                                
106 ‘TED 2023’ on TEDBlog http://blog.ted.com/ted2023/ Accessed 11/09/12 
107 ‘Scooter at TED2012 (Yes, the Muppet!) on TEDBlog 
http://blog.ted.com/2012/02/29/scooter-at-ted2012/ Accessed 11/09/12 
108 Burgess & Green (eds.), YouTube, p.10	  
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 If we consider TED Audiences within the participatory culture and against the 

framework of TED as a Lovemark, we can now recognise that the participation, 

whether as a characteristic of the Creative Class or just as a need to be part of a 

community, is ultimately because consumers own a brand (see image above109) as 

much as, or if not more than the corporation or organisation.  Brands are constantly 

monitoring its communities to ensure that its consumers are satisfied and will remain 

so.  Consumers feed back to the brands via their habits, comments, reactions and 

emotions because they want to better it.  Where a brand is able to incorporate its 

consumers’ ideas openly, it opens up a bond or relationship, which would perhaps 

grow into a Lovemark.  Prosumers exist because ‘consumers are increasingly 

involved in the production process from the beginning,’110 directly or indirectly.   

 The idea of consumer ownership is exactly what TED is trying to achieve, by 

allowing TEDsters to apply to for TED Fellows positions and also to nominate 

possible TED speakers.  These opportunities to participate directly give the TED 

community a sense of ownership.  

Even some one who is a lurker may provide a sense of empowerment to 
contributors by expanding the scale of the community and thus motivating them 
to put more effort into their work.  Someone who is a critic may create value for 
creators but so may someone who collects what the creators create.  And the 

                                                
109 Roberts, Lovemarks, p.71 (image scanned directly from book)	  
110 Havens & Lotz, Understanding Media Industries p.37	  
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interplay between these different kinds of cultural participants creates 
opportunities for communication to take place and thus for content to be 
transmitted.111 
 

The empowerment here, uniquely highlights the lack of hierarchy within a media 

community.  The ability to openly express one’s self and have a sense of power in 

the expression creates a sense of democracy within the media, rightly or wrongly.   

 

Democracy and Media Technology 
 
 In this last section before we conclude, there is perhaps a need to mention an 

important area of study in media culture, democracy and new media.  Although there 

isn’t space or time to discuss the many theories and arguments, it is important to 

understand that these are still fairly new areas of research that are examining what is 

currently being affected in the process of technological changes.  The real effects will 

probably only show itself in the future, as it is currently still ‘too soon to tell’112.  

 The connection between media culture and mass culture creates a tension 

and confusion in the matter.  ‘Too few editors and producers recognise that serving 

the public interest is not the same as simply serving what the public is interested 

in.’113  The rate and level of consumption of a media text does not and cannot 

represent what is desired or even required by the public.  ‘There is a forceful interplay 

between society and its technologies.  Society creates technology, but society is also 

created by technology.’114  As we have considered in previous discussions, this 

relationship is convoluted and ‘similar arguments for the decline of powerful 

governmental institutions in the face of cyberdemocracy may be equally premature 

and simple-minded.’115  The intricate relationships between media, the organisations 

that participate in it and the people who consume and make up the media 

communities are in fact interlaced to an impossible degree.   

 The basic assumption that we need to shake off is that technology is available 

to everyone.  This is far from the truth.  The Internet, though revolutionary, is not 

accessible to every person on the globe.  Even amongst those who are online, there 

are a variety of levels of technical ability that determines how someone manoeuvres 

around the Internet or copes with technology.  The explosion of data and information 
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115 Ibid. p.13 
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made available, without guidelines or mediation meant that access becomes limited 

to only those who know-how.   

 Media technology today is not a site for democracy as we like to think of it.  

With developments surrounding the way users, audiences and consumers demand 

changes of media companies or organisations, it tells us that media is a platform that 

is moving away from capitalist movements.  However, being anti-capitalist does not 

make it democratic.  What the economic or political framework is surrounding media 

and its culture, it seems impossible to pinpoint at this moment, for it is a system that 

is currently still being shaped.  What is clear though is that technological 

development is moving at a fast pace and is not waiting for the culture, economics or 

the politics to catch-up.  Society, however, in being the brains behind these 

technological developments is also doing its best in keeping up with these 

technological developments, creating exciting changes like that of the Creative Class, 

of the new Free markets, of Lovemarks. 
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Conclusion 
 

Looking Ahead From the Past 
 

Generational fallacy – those who create and first use new technologies take for 
granted the values and frameworks of previous eras and previous technologies 
and assume that new generations will have those same values and frameworks.  
Wrapped in a cocoon of presentness, they forget that for a new generation 
introduced to the world only via the new technologies, the values and 
frameworks that conditioned and tempered those who invented the 
technologies will be absent.  For the second generation of users, this can be 
corrupting in ways invisible to the pioneers and inventors.116 

 
There was a generation of people who knew 

what the connection was between the 

cassette tape and a pencil (see image117).  

Current generation of youths can probably 

barely recognise what a cassette tape is, let 

alone be able to guess what the connection 

is118.  The generation who knew the 

connection, is probably the generation, who, 

after being introduced to the Internet uses 

Google search to retrieve information that 

are generally presented in text.  The 

generation who do not know what a cassette 

tape is or have never had the opportunity to 

use one, they probably use the Internet, 

searching for information that are generally presented in video format.  These subtle 

differences are what is differentiating generations from one another.  One clear 

example of how this difference could affect future generations (positively or 

negatively) is in the increased usage of the Creative Commons License that we 

talked about in the first chapter.  Lawrence Lessig has started addressing this 

generational issue in his book, Remix.  He recommends that the war against 

                                                
116 Jenkins & Thorburn (eds.), Democracy and New Media p.35	  
117 Cassette tape and pencil image from 
http://25.media.tumblr.com/tumblr_lmqh11Vh941qgpd04o1_500.jpg Accessed 09/09/12 
118 A pencil can be used to rewind a cassette tape 
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copyright should not be waged because the costs will wildly exceed any benefits119.  

Having things made available for free online means that youths of today expect not to 

pay for most of their entertainment and information.  Not only that, the concept of 

piracy, through sharing copyright protected materials online with friends and family, 

becomes trivial.  Imagine, when this new generation of free content users move into 

the workplace and begin to shape and influence society directly.  We can expect to 

see even more changes in licensing policies. 

 The current media culture is probably still at an experimental or development 

phase.  If we take the knowledge economy as an example, new formats of 

organisations like TED are coming into existence and demanding attention.  These 

organisations, are all exploring the various possibilities of media technologies, trying 

to match each organisations’ mission or product to a suitable media tool.  National 

Geographic, who are ‘inspiring people to care about the planet since 1888’ has a 

website with a daily news feed, an online magazine, blog and games120.  The 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) has its media product called the MIT 

Open Course Ware, or MIT OCW121.  This is a digital databank of course information, 

documentation and recordings (from text to video) of many of the courses that are 

available from MIT.  Any Internet user could access any of these materials and 

passively participate in a MIT course, which would have originally required a student 

to enrol with a high level of prerequisites and expensive fees.  Unlike MIT OCW that 

only provides the support materials for a course, but does not actually give access to 

the course itself (tutoring, assessments, certification and interactivity with other 

students), Coursera, a new online teaching organisation does.  Coursera’s founder 

Daphne Koller, presented ‘What We’re Learning From Online Education’ on TED, 

explaining the crisis that is currently being faced by millions from around the globe 

who are unable to access good higher education.  This information led to the creation 

of Coursera, which not only provides online courses, but pioneers new technology 

that allows for technology-assisted teaching, which helps Coursera’s tutors in dealing 

with their hundred thousands of students on their courses122. 

                                                
119 Lawrence Lessig, Remix, Making Art and Commerce Thrive in the Hybrid Economy (UK: 
Bloomsbury Academic, 2008) 
120 National Geographic UK http://www.nationalgeographic.co.uk/uk/ Accessed 09/09/12 
121 About MIT OCW http://ocw.mit.edu/about/ Accessed 09/09/12 
122 Daphne Koller ‘What We’re Learning From Online Education’ 
http://www.ted.com/talks/daphne_koller_what_we_re_learning_from_online_education.html 
Accessed 09/09/12 
Coursera https://www.coursera.org/ Accessed 09/09/12	  
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The future of TED, or any of these media organisations is difficult to predict, 

for it sits on all the aspects of media culture; technological developments, regulatory 

changes, mandate, economical arrangements, political environment and most 

importantly, participation.   

It is necessary for a culture or epoch to become familiar enough with a medium 
to be able to break the rules with it before it can be used for seditious, 
incendiary, or reformist work.  A technology cannot call a public into action 
before that public has been called into being, and the establishment of a 
community of readers around a new communicative technology takes time.123  
 

All these different knowledge organisations and more new ones that are being 

created are developing this familiarity with the medium, in order for us to understand 

the media better, before any major changes can be seen.  Currently, the public are 

being recruited into media communities, like TEDsters, in order for that selection of 

the public, to form, develop and impress its being, before it can represent TED or any 

of other knowledge organisation in causing change.  This change whether positive or 

negative, will depend on the community who are a representation of the public.  

Jenkins et al sees this as a positive movement in that ‘the real upshot of the 

technology... is... the renegotiation of the working rules of every institution of 

society.’124  Thomas A. Stewart who writes about Intellectual Capital and The Wealth 

of Knowledge helps non-media corporations to cope with the new frontier of the 

knowledge economy, when they have been so engrained in the traditions of the 

previous economy models.  Stewart plainly points out that ‘ideas are valuable’125. 

 

 If we concentrate on the current needs of society, we can compliment TED for 

its ideal business model that caters for a niche market – knowledge economy and 

Creative Class – that is steadily growing due to the homogenous characteristic of its 

product – human emotions.  The ability to present itself not as an organisation, but to 

act more like a person in order to create a tight relationship with its audiences puts 

TED in the league of the Lovemarks.  If TED is able to maintain its ability to enchant 

its audiences whilst holding on to the position as the market leader, then perhaps it 

may enjoy a lasting impression on media culture today and in the future. 

 It is perhaps enough, at this point in time, for us to appreciate the 

subjectivities of the players involved in this convergent world and to be aware of the 

                                                
123 Jenkins & Thorburn (eds.), Democracy and New Media p.260	  
124 Ibid. p.62	  
125 Thomas A. Stewart, The Wealth of Knowledge, Intellectual Capital and the Twenty-First 
Century Organisation (GB: Nicholas Brealey Publishing, 2002) p.xi 
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intricate relationships that are in existence.  This acknowledgement and beginnings 

of an understanding of the new media culture framework may just be the basis to 

inspire new developments in this line of study.   

Free knowledge and inspiration, an idea worth spreading. 

 
 

*** 
 

 
I believe the most important thing any adult can do for a child, any leader can 
do for his or her people, any product can do for its owner, any event can do for 
its audience, is to inspire them.126 

Kevin Roberts, Lovemarks

                                                
126 Roberts, Lovemarks, p.99	  
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